Abstract—The paper deals with the stability problems of steep von Mises trusses with or without influence of initial geometrical imperfections. The complicated nonlinear problem is concerned which was solved by the method form finding. This method seeks an ideal shape of the von Mises truss at displacement of top joint. The paper presents a detailed description of calculation by this method. Applying the method form finding, areas of static equilibrium states of three steep von Mises trusses at displacement of top joint both in vertical and horizontal directions were obtained. The calculation process of these areas, and their drawing are described. These areas are illustrated for the von Mises trusses with influence or without influence of initial curvature of one bar.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The von Mises truss is a simple bar structure consisting of two bars connected by the top joint to each other [1], [2]. The loading action of the top joint can have the form of vertical force or of vertical displacement. The elastic potential energy (further on, potential energy) is changed by loading action, and the stability of von Mises truss is disturbed [3].

The potential energy is the energy which is stored when a body is deformed. In this paper, the use of calculation of potential energy for the stability analysis will be presented. The potential energy of the von Mises truss will be obtained by numerical analysis of the position of each node [4]. In spite of seeming simplicity, the von Mises truss is the subject of permanent scientific interest due to research into types of structural instabilities [5], [6].

The stability of steel bars or beams is a phenomenon connected with buckling or lateral-torsional buckling [7]. The failure mechanism of a steel strut may appear to be a simple topic, but its fundamental has sometimes eluded practitioners and researchers in the field. A steel strut, no matter how slender it is, does not reach its ultimate static resistance (load-carrying capacity) when it buckles elastically, but after the critical cross-section has yielded sufficiently under combined compression and bending [8]. Real steel struts are invariably subject to initial crookedness, so a steel strut typically follows the path denoted by Curve "Imperfect bar" in Fig. 1. The results of experimental research of load-deflection path were published, e.g., in [9], [10]. Theoretical and experimental research provides important data for sensitivity analyses [11-13], investigation into the reliability of structures [14-16], and for multiple-criteria decision analyses, see, e.g., [17-22].

The consequence of instabilities of high von Mises truss is the fact that the nonlinear finite element solution by the current software is numerically demanding, and need not correspond to the results found experimentally [23]. Generally, the geometrically nonlinear solution based on increasing load action investigates into the increasing path of imperfection beams reliably, see Fig. 1. After having reached the peak, the force decreases, and deformation increases. After having reached the peak, the tangential stiffness matrix of the structure is not positive definiteness, and it can cause the numerical instability of solution.

In the presented paper, the method of dynamic relaxation (form finding) is applied, which showed itself as appropriate for solution of stability types of problems of the von Mises trusses [24]. The method evaluates the potential energy of the system after imposing the control displacement in the set relaxation time. So, the energy stored in the von Mises truss due to elastic deformation of bars, i.e., of their stretching, compression, or bending is obtained. This potential energy in the von Mises truss need not be extreme (minimum), it is generally the potential energy obtained during the relaxation time. By recording the potential energy into the space areas, static equilibrium states (further on, only SES) are obtained [25], [26].
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Fig. 1 load-deflection path of perfect and imperfect elastic strut
The potential energy of three types of steep von Mises trusses was studied. The method form finding was also applied to the von Mises trusses with initial geometrical imperfections of axes of bars. The paper describes nonlinear phenomena present not only in beam structures [27], but also in thin-walled steel plates [28] or slender rock blocks [29]. The SES found on the energetic area can be divided into the points with minimum potential energy (stable SES), the points with maximum potential energy (unstable SES), and the points where mutual transition takes place (bifurcation points).

II. FORM FINDING METHOD

The potential energy storage in members of mechanical systems occurs when they are deformed, if forces are applied to the system [30]. A well-known elastic component is a coiled spring. The elastic behavior of springs and potential energy per unit volume can be found in [31].

In Fig. 2, there is the scheme of the discrete model of the von Mises truss consisting of parts of axial springs which allow the beams to compress or stretch, and of parts of coil springs which enable bending on the planes $X$ and $Z$. The calculation of internal forces in coil springs $F_l$ and coil springs $M_{\phi}$ is determined as, see [24].

$$F_l = k_l \cdot d_l, \quad M_{\phi} = k_{\phi} \cdot d_{\phi}$$

(1)

where $k_l$ is stiffness of axial spring (spring constant), $d_l$ is the change of length (beam elongation or shortening) of axial spring, $k_{\phi}$ is stiffness of coil spring, and $d_{\phi}$, angular change (rotation) of the coil spring. Within a certain range of deformation (rotations), $k_l$ ($k_{\phi}$) remains constant and is defined as the negative ratio of displacement (rotation) to the magnitude of the restoring force (moment) produced by the axial spring (coil spring) at that displacement (rotation).

Elastic potential energy is one of the types of mechanical energy, which an elastic body has at its elastic deformation (stretch, compression, bending, torsion). The potential energy stored in axial spring is illustrated in Fig. 3. The potential energy stored in coil spring is presented in Fig. 4.

The calculation of potential energy stored in the structure presented in Fig. 2 in axial springs and coil springs is determined as

$$PE = \frac{1}{2} \left( k_l \sum_{i=1}^{n_a} d_{a_i}^2 + k_{\phi} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{\phi}} d_{\phi_i}^2 \right)$$

(2)

where $n_a$ is the number of axial springs, and $n_{\phi}$ the number of coil springs. The position of each node is determined using the coordinate $(x_i, z_i)$, where $i$ represents the index number of the node. The following equation will be used to calculate the length change of the axial spring:

$$d_a = l_i - l_i = \sqrt{(x_{i+1} - x_i)^2 + (z_{i+1} - z_i)^2}$$

(3)

where $l_i$ is original length of axial spring, $l_i$ is length of axial spring after deformation of the von Mises truss. To calculate the angular change of coil spring,

$$d_{\phi_i} = \phi_{i+1} - \phi_i, \quad \tan \theta_i = \frac{x_{i+1} - x_i}{x_{i+1} - x_i}$$

(4)

will be used where $\phi_i$ is the angular change of coil spring $i$ (axial spring between the nodes (nodes $i$ and $i+1$). The asymmetry is introduced to the von Mises truss in the form of initial curvature of the left bar. The curvature shape is one half-wave of the function sinus (5).
\[ w(x) = A \cdot \sin \left( \frac{\pi x}{L} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( A \) is the amplitude of one half-wave of function sinus, \( L \) is the bar length. The von Mises trusses with asymmetry calculation are provided, in initial shape, with initial geometrical imperfection, so that their initial stress state is equal to zero stress.

To find SES of the von Mises truss, this nonlinear problem was solved by the method form finding.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial x_i}{\partial t} &= v_{x_i}, \\
\frac{\partial v_{x_i}}{\partial t} &= \frac{1}{m} \left( R_{x_i} - c v_{x_i} \right) \\
\frac{\partial z_i}{\partial t} &= v_{z_i}, \\
\frac{\partial v_{z_i}}{\partial t} &= \frac{1}{m} \left( R_{z_i} - c v_{z_i} \right)
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

A dynamical calculation method is concerned, where the results depend on the choice of linear viscous damping force \( c \) acting on the joints. The mass \( m \) of the left or right bar is concentrated in individual nodes, \( v_{x_i} \) and \( v_{z_i} \) are the velocity vector components of the nodes, and \( R_{x_i} \) and \( R_{z_i} \) are the vector components of the resultant force \( R_i \) by which the springs act on the node. This system is solved by the Symplectic Euler method [32], which was generated by rearrangement of the explicite Euler method.

III. SEARCH FOR SES

The model of the von Mises truss will be loaded by control displacement \( u \) at the point of top joint, i.e., in the coordinate \( x_u=\pi s/2, z_u/2 \). Before each control displacement, the von Mises truss persists for a certain relaxation time \( t_{rel} \). After expiring of this time, the von Mises truss reaches SES, and the potential energy (PE) of the system is recorded.

The PE begins to be evaluated starting at the point of top joint in initial shape of the von Mises truss. As soon as PE has been recorded, the top joint displaces by control displacement \( u \) in direction of axis \( x \). This step is repeated, until the top joint in coordinate \( x \) reaches the value of length \( L \) of one bar. After, the decrease of top joint takes place by control displacement \( u \), and the top joint displaces by control displacement along the trajectory parallel with the foregoing path opposite the positive direction of coordinate \( x \). The number of steps of control displacement opposite the direction of coordinate \( x \) is the same as the number of steps of control displacement in the direction of coordinate \( x \), i.e., as soon as the top joint has reached the \( x \)-coordinate in the point of top joint of original state \( s/2 \), drop of top joint by control displacement \( u \) takes place again. This cycle is repeated, until the top joint approximates to the point of fixed bearing by means of control displacement, thus, \( x=s, z=0 \). The whole process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5. The PE of the system is recorded before each control displacement \( u \).

IV. DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL ENERGY

SES were obtained on steep von Mises trusses with angle \( \alpha = 45^\circ, \alpha = 55^\circ, \alpha = 60^\circ \). For each von Mises truss of this type, SES were calculated with influence of initial geometrical imperfection and without the influence of that imperfection. To highlight the influence of imperfection in graphic illustration, the design of size of its amplitude \( A = 0.1 \) m does not correspond with the real state which is usually considered as the thousandth of bar length, see, e.g., [11-13]. In the calculation model, cross-section characteristics of European steel hot-rolled cross-section IPE400 were considered for each bar: cross-section area is 8446 mm\(^2\), second moment of area about minor axis is 231.3 \( \cdot 10^6 \) mm\(^4\), and Young’s modulus is 210 GPa.

The chosen relaxation time is \( t_{rel} = 10 \) s at the time step \( t_{step} = 10^{-2} \) s and damping coefficient \( c = 100 \) kNs/m. The size of a step of one displacement was chosen \( u = 0.02 \) m. The mapping of potential energy proceeds within the tetragonal raster \( L\times h \), as it was presented in Fig. 5. First, the right side of the values of potential energy is obtained, and after, the bars are swapped, and so, the left part of values of potential energies is obtained. The modern application MapPoEng [33] deals with investigation into potential energy, as well.
The resulting values of potential energies are transposed to nondimensional numbers according to (7), applying transformation. This step was carried out because of clearness of resulting graphic areas. These areas can be seen in Fig. 6 to Fig. 11. The position of top joint of the von Mises truss has its coordinates $\text{Coord.}z = 0; \text{Coord.x} = s/2$. The values of transformed potential energy $PE_T$ are given by the vertical axis. For the clearness’ sake, the values of transformed potential energy are presented within the interval (0.9 ; 1.2). The Figures show how the SES gets changed at increasing height $h$. It can be seen that, by introducing the imperfection to the models, this asymmetry manifests itself even in the area of transformed potential energy, and that the same asymmetry has higher influence on the stability of the von Mises truss at larger height $h$.

V. CONCLUSION

The presented paper describes the method of analysis of the stability of steep von Mises trusses. Areas of potential energy of three types of steep von Mises trusses were calculated, based on the method mentioned. It can be concluded from these areas that the height (steepness) of the von Mises truss influences statical equilibrium states. The interesting share concerning the influence of these states belongs also to the chosen geometrical imperfection of one bar for all types of the von Mises trusses. It became evident that the following problem is worthy of investigation saying whether the size of geometrical imperfection can influence also SES of low von Mises trusses.
Elastic potential energy in mechanical systems is a very precious indicator of stability or instability of a structure. Energy storage in elastic deformations in the mechanical domain offers an alternative to the electrical, electrochemical, chemical, and thermal energy storage approaches [30]. The presented areas of transformed potential energy have clearly shown how it is appropriate to apply them to investigation into the stability and bifurcation points of nonlinear systems.
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